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Abstract:
Recently, mtDNA was successfully extracted and sequenced from the
Neanderthal type specimen (Krings et al, 1997, 1999). Researches attempted to
determine the genetic relationship between the Neanderthal specimen and modem human
populations using phylogenetic analysis and concluded that the variation existing
between the Neanderthal specimen and the modem lineages falls outside the range of
variation of modem human populations. Using molecular mutation rate assumptions, it
has been concluded that the Neanderthal line diverged from the line leading to modem
humans hundreds of thousands of years previous to earlier estimates. This suggests that
Neanderthals went extinct without contributing genes to the lineage of modem humans.
There are many techniques that can be used in the phylogenetic analysis of
molecular data. There is much discussion over the merits of individual techniques and
which techniques are best suited for different analysis. I will examine these debates
within the framework of the Krings et al. studies and late hominid evolution. Similar
analysis was done on the Neanderthal sequences using distance and parsimony methods.
A unique database of contemporary human sequences was used. The goals are to test the
validity of the results published by Krings et al., and to gain a clearer understanding of
the processes of phylogenetic analysis and a greater appreciation of the significance and
impact of its results on the field of hominid evolution.

Introduction:
In 1856, the first Neanderthal remains were discovered in western Germany
(Trinkaus, 1986: 193). Neanderthals are a group of hominids that inhabited Europe and
Western Asia from ~300,000 to ~30,000 years ago (Krings et al, 1997: 19). They were
on average about 30 percent larger than modem humans. They possessed great muscular
strength, low foreheads, protruding brows, and large noses with broad nostrils.
Neanderthals exhibit "hafting" of the face in front rather than below, a long low vault of
relatively thick bone, a large and protruding face with receding zygomatic arches. They
also exhibit an under developed chin, and a thick, horizontal occipital torus. The post
cranium also shows numerous morphological differences from that of modem humans
(Tattersall and Schwarz, 1998).
Models of late hominid evolution: morphological and molecular data
Since its discovery, the role of Neanderthals in the evolution of modem human
populations has been hotly debated. There are two grand schemes for the origin of
modem human populations. The first is the "Multiregional Evolution" model, which
suggests that there was no single origin of modem Homo sapiens but a continuous
transition among regional populations from Homo erectus to Homo sapiens maintained
by continuous and significant gene flow between the populations (Long, 1993: 251 ). The
second is the "Out of Africa" model which suggests that all modem human populations
are descended from a Homo sapiens ancestor which evolved in Africa 100,000 to
200,000 years ago, and then spread across the continents replacing all other species of
Homo (Long, 1993: 251 ). Variations of this model include the radiation of Homo sapiens
out of Africa in a single or multiple waves. Paleoanthropologists have used various
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techniques in attempts to discern which of these theories is the most likely. At different
points in time, each model has held favor. Recently however, there has been a great deal
of evidence strongly suggesting that the "Out of Africa" theory is the most probable of
the two (Cann et al., 1987; Vigilant et al., 1991; Hammer, 1995; Armour et al., 1996;
Tishkoff et al., 1996). The fate of Neanderthals has historically been tightly joined to
these debates. Towards the end of their existence, Neanderthals coexisted with
anatomically modem Homo sapiens. Many anthropologists believe that this may have
been the reason for the subsequent extinction of Neanderthals. Issues related to this
question include whether Neanderthals are a separate species from Homo sapiens, or
simply a variation of Homo sapiens; and if Neanderthals are simply a variation of Homo

sapiens, was there interbreeding significant enough to leave a Neanderthal genetic legacy
in modem human populations. Some pa~eoanthropologists consider Neanderthals a
distinct branch of the hominid evolutionary tree that _eventually went extinct without
genetic contribution to modem humans (Krings et al., 1997: 19). Others believe that
Neanderthals are the direct ancestors of modem European populations (Krings et al.,
1997: 19). Historically the work of finding an answer to this and related questions has
centered on the collection and analysis of morphological and archeological data.
According to Tattersall and Schwartz (1998), the morphological evidence
emphatically supports the view that Neanderthals were completely replaced by modem
humans. Neanderthals had a cranial capacity similar to modem Homo sapiens. This is
the major factor influencing most paleoanthropologists to include Neanderthals in the
same species as Homo sapiens despite the fact that most mammalian genera contain
multiple species with brains of the same size (Tattersall and Schwartz, 1998-). Tattersall
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and Schwartz claim that the hominid phylogenetic tree is very branched with
Neanderthals being a separate species from Homo sapiens, and sharing a common
ancestor with Homo sapiens far back in the fossil record. The strongest supporting
morphological evidence presented is their discovery of the very unique structure of the
interior nasal aperture of Homo neandertalensis (Tattersall and Schwartz, 1998).
Tattersall and Schwartz argue that the conformation of the Neanderthal nasal concha
suggests a turbinate system totally unlike not only those of other hominids and primates,
but also of all other mammals (Tattersall and Schwartz, 1998). However, many argue
that this nasal concha conformation is found in modem Inuit populations, and that this is
most likely an adaptation to cold climates (Janet Monge, verbal communication).
Using estimates of the time required for the morphological traits characteristic of
Neanderthal to evolve into those characteristic of modem humans, Trinkaus argues .that
there was population replacement with little or no genetic continuity in W estem Europe
(Trinkaus, 1986: 198). However, he argues that when considering the evidence for
morphological continuity between Neanderthals and modem humans in central Europe
and the difficulty of estimating the amount of gene flow necessary to produce the
observed morphological shifts from Neanderthal to modem humans, a model including
some population replacement, some continuity, and significant gene flow into and across
western Europe and Asia becomes most probable (Trinkaus, 1986: 198). This is clearly a
convoluted situation, which becomes even more confusing when considering the
archeological data. There is a lack of concordance between biological form and the
archeologically defined industries of this transition period in hominid history (Trinkaus,
1986: 200). It is difficult at best, or impossible to draw conclusions on speciation from
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morphological data when it is unclear which of the morphological characteristics arose as
a result of selective pressure.
However, recent advances in genetic techniques have now sent the analysis of
ancient materials in a new and powerful direction (Long, 1993: 251 ). PCR (polymerase
chain reaction) has made it possible to amplify specific segments of DNA. Previous to
PCR, DNA isolation was an extremely complex and lengthy process. New enzymes have
made it possible to amplify minute traces of DNA. These advances have led to the ability
to amplify ancient DNA samples. Analysis of contemporary human mtDNA
(mitochondrial DNA) and genomic DNA has generally supported the view that
Neanderthals were a separate and distinct species (Cann et al., 1987; Vigilant et al., 1991;
Hammer, 1995; Armour et al., 1996; Tishkoff et al., 1996). The data suggests that all
modem mtDNA can be traced back to a single ancestor that existed in Africa between
~ 100,000 and ~300,000 years ago (Tishkoff et al, 1996). These results have been

reproduced numerous times and recent nuclear DNA studies have confirmed the analysis
and interpretation of that data (Zischler et al., 1995).
In a recent article, Wolpoff et al. (2000) argue that the current unfavorable
position of the Multiregional Theory is largely due to a misunderstanding and
misrepresentation of the underlying hypothesis of the model. The underlying hypothesis
is that gene flow between evolving human populations along with the continuous division
and reticulation of these populations brought about the appearance of contemporary
human populations (Wolpoff, 2000: 129). Wolpoff et al., argue that the Multiregional
model is often misrepresented as parallel or independent evolution, parallel evolution
being the evolution of separate hominid populations in the same direction despite unique
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selection pressures, and independent evolution being the independent evolution of
individual hominid populations into modem humans. This would mean that the evolution
of modem humans would have occurred numerous times. These evolutionary schemes
are highly unlikely, therefore, the Multiregional model is often dismissed as unlikely
based on this false association.
Wolpoff et al. (2000) argue that many genetic and morphological studies dismiss
the Multiregional model due to the misinterpretation of its underlying hypotheses, and
often these studies fail to test the actual precepts of the Multiregional model. Chu et al.
(1998) conducted a study of microsatellite sequences to examine the origin of the Asian
gene pool. They conclude that the majority of the East Asian gene pool is composed of
sequences originating in Africa (Chu et al., 1998: 11766). This was used to challenge the
Multiregional model because the evidence directly contradicts multiple evolutions of
modem humans. If genetic loci have evolved in the absence of selection pressure, then
the Multiregional model predicts that there will be a pattern of isolation-by-distance and
reticulate evolution. The Chu et al. (1998) study also fails to test whether their
microsatellite data fits the isolation-by-distance or population reticulation precepts of the
Multiregional model (Wolpoff et al. 2000: 130). Clearing up the misinterpretation of the
Multiregional model will help elucidate the Out of Africa vs. Multiregional debate.
However, late hominid evolution remains an extremely complex question beyond the
conflict over the accurate representation of the Multiregional model. Many expected the
phylogenetic analysis of molecular data to bring a clear answer to the question of late
hominid evolution. This has not yet occurred, in fact, the molecular data has conjured
new controversies.
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In 1987, revolutionary study was conducted (Cann et al., 1987) which traced the
lineage of modem humans back to a single woman in Africa who scientists refer to as
"Eve". Variations in mtDNA, passed from mother to daughter were used to create a
phylogenetic tree with the number of mutations determining the length of each branch.
Though it is possible to dispute one study easily, the mounting evidence supporting "Out
of Africa" is increasingly difficult to topple. Researchers have recently conducted a
study investigating Y chromosome variation and have successfully traced back the
human patriarchal lineage to a single male (Adam) in African (Gibbons, 1997).
Geneticists have also used nuclear DNA as well as mtDNA to trace ancestry.
Examining haplotypes, combinations of alleles found together on a single chromosome,
geneticists have discovered a way to trace single mutations back to a single ancestor.
Tishkoff et al. ( 1996) analyzed an Alu deletion polymorphism at the CD4 locus on
chromosome 12, and alleles of a short tandem repeat polymorphism (STRP) in 1600
individuals from 42 geographically dispersed populations. The STRP has multiple alleles
and many researchers consider them extremely useful markers in determining
J1

evolutionary history because of their high mutation rate. The Alu deletion at the CD4
locus is considered an event that occurred only once. The deletion has not been detected
in chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans, or gibbons, indicating that the full-length
chromosome is the ancestral state. The Alu deletion is closely linked to the STRP region.
The frequencies show that in non-African populations, the Alu deletion is only found
with a STRP of 90 bp. The African populations show Alu deletions with several different
STRPs. Tishkoff et al. conclude from this that a single chromosome with the Alu
deletion left Africa (1996). They have mathematically determined that this occurred
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102,000 to 313,000 years ago.
The validity of these studies has been questioned however because of their
reliance on such assumptions as the absence of selection and a clock-like rate of
molecular evolution (molecular clock) in the DNA sequences under study (Krings et al.,
1997: 19). Further complications exist in the statistical analysis of genetic data to create
phylogenetic trees. A variety of phylogenetic trees can be created using a maximum
parsimony program such as PAUP when random addition is involved (Templeton, 1992).
Templeton claims that "simple, sequential addition is inadequate for a large data set and
it is critical to use random addition to avoid artifacts arising from the order of data
analysis" (Templeton, 1992: 739). This argument was used to create a cladogram using
the mtDNA evidence from the "Eve" study, which listed non-Africans as the most basal
group on the most parsimonious tree (Templeton, 1992: 738). The statistical analysis of
the genetic data in these studies may be too simplistic for the large data sets that were
used. Some argue that cladistics is a biased way to analyze data because different
characters can be given different weights subjectively to justify a given result
(Templeton, 1992). Relatively large sequence data sets are used in this study. All data
sets were analyzed using random addition to eliminate the biases that may arise from
sequential addition.
Neanderthal mtDNA Evidence

Recently, the advances in DNA isolation, amplification and sequencing
techniques have allowed scientists to conduct a revolutionary study of Neanderthal
human relatedness. An international team of scientists has successfully completed the
extraction and analysis of Neanderthal mtDNA. The scientists have isolated and
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amplified the hypervariable region one (Krings et al., 1997) and hyper variable region
two (Krings et al., 1999) mtDNA segments of the Neanderthal type specimen. Using
PHYLIP (a phylogenetic analysis program), Krings et al. (1997, 1999) generated
phylogenetic trees representing the evolutionary relationship between contemporary
human hypervariable region one (HVRI) and the Neanderthal HVRI sequences (Krings et
al., 1997), and contemporary human hypervariable region two (HVRII) and the
Neanderthal HVRII sequences (Krings et al., 1999).
Krings et al. (1997) compared the Neanderthal HVRI sequence to an unpublished ·
database of 2051 contemporary human sequences and 59 common chimpanzee
sequences. The human sequences were obtained from 478 Africans, 510 Europeans, 494
Asians, 167 Native Americans and 20 individuals from Australia and Oceania. The
database represented 994 unique human MtDNA lineages and 16 chimpanzee lineages.
Pair-wise sequence differences were determined using unpublished software by VonA.
Haesler. A neighbor-joining tree was constructed with 986 of the contemporary human
lineages, 16 chimpanzee lineages, and the Neanderthal sequence using PHYLIP 3.5.
Krings et al. (1997) found that the Neanderthal sequence diverged from the
hominid line prior to the divergence of the modem human mtDNA line. A date of
550,000 to 690,000 years before present was the estimated time of the divergence of the
Neanderthal and modem human lines (Krings et al., 1997: 25). This is a considerably
older estimate than those arrived at using morphological data. The tree presented by
Krings et al. (1997) places the Neanderthal outside the range of variation of modem
humans (Krings et al., 1997: 27). It also shows that the Neanderthal sequence is no more
closely related to European populations than any other modem population (Krings et al.,
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1997: 27). This suggests that Neanderthals are not the ancestors to modem European
populations. The tree shows that the greatest variation exists in African populations
(Krings et al., 1997: 27). This supports the Out of Africa hypothesis because it is
evidence of a bottlenecking in populations outside of Africa. Figure 1 is a representation
of the published HVRI tree.
Neandertal

Africans and nonAfricans

1 African
1 African and
1 African American
4 Africans
Fig. 1. A schematic phylogenetic tree relating the Neanderthal HVRI
sequence to 986 contemporary human lineages. Adapted from Krings et al.,
1997: 26.

Rooting their tree analysis with seven chimpanzees and two bonobos, Krings et al.
(1999) analyzed the HVRI and HVRII sequences of the Neanderthal specimen and 663
modem mtDNA lineages. Krings et al. (1999: 5583) concluded that the variation existing
between the Neanderthal specimen and the modem lineages falls outside the range of
variation among modem human populations. Using the Tamura-Nei algorithm to correct
for multiple substitutions (multiple mutations in sequences which may confuse the
estimation of their time of divergence), calculations of the genetic distance between the
Neanderthal D-loop sequence (HVRI and HVRII) and the human D-loop sequences, and
9

an estimated divergence time between humans and chimpanzees of 4-5 million years,
Krings et al. (1999:5584) calculated an estimate of the mutation rate for the sequences.
Using this mutation rate estimate, it was concluded that the Neanderthal line diverged
from the line leading to modem humans hundreds of thousands of years previous to
earlier estimates. The age of the most recent common ancestor of Neanderthals and
modem humans was estimated at 465,000 (between 317,000 and 741,000) years (Krings
et al, 1999: 5584). Krings et al. (1999:5583) concluded that the Neanderthal D- loop
segment is no more closely related to European populations than other contemporary
human populations. Therefore it does not appear that Neanderthals are the ancestors to
modem European populations. Figure 2 illustrates the tree published by Krings et al.
(1999).

Neandertal

Africans and
Non-Africans

8 Africans
9 Africans
Fig. 2. A schematic phylogenetic tree relating the Neanderthal D-loop
sequence to 663 contemporary human lineages. Adapted from Krings et al.,
1999: 5584.

The question of Neanderthal evolution as related to modem human populations
can now be explored within the field of comparative biology using molecular
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phylogenetic techniques. Comparative biologists strive to organize the world's
organisms into classifications of kingdom, phylum, etc. Historically, this has been done
on the basis of similarity and difference in morphology. This form of data has proven to
be limited in its availability and in the extent to which it lends itself to making inferences
about phylogenetic and evolutionary relationships. Morphological data has the problem
of being very subjective. There has been great debate among anthropologists and
systemists over the correct way to take morphological measurements. There is no
standard protocol for taking such measurements, therefore examining the same specimen,
individuals can produce different data sets. Morphological data also has the problem of
being continuous. This makes it difficult to define character states.
Due to biological advances such as PCR, during the past few decades systematics
has seen a steady increase in the contribution of molecular data to the field. Genomic
data provides the scientist with an enormous supply of characters (variable nucleotide
composition at homologous sites) for comparative analysis (Miyamoto and Cracraft,
1991: 4). This allows for the use of specific sequences to address certain evolutionary
questions. Studies of population variation can be investigated with mitochondrial DNA
sequences from the non-coding control region. The control region shows significant
variation, even within individual organismal populations (Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991:
5). Highly conserved coding DNA sequences such as those for RNAs can be used to
examine differences between and within individual phyla (Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991:
5). Molecular data offers a number of advantages over morphological data. Molecular
data has the advantage of discrete character states (A, T, C, and Gin the case of noncoding DNA). Molecular data also provides a huge number of characters relative to
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morphological characteristics. Molecular data is also not confused by notions of
function, the resolution of homology versus convergence being a matter of statistical
analysis (Lewin, 1985: 23). Morphological change offers no theoretical argument for
regularity or consistency, however there is a theoretical and empirical foundation for the
assumption that there is a molecular clock (a constant relationship between% divergence
and time within a given gene). Recent advances in the ability to sequence ancient DNA
have added a temporal component to molecular systematic analysis.
Mitochondria are sub-cellular organelles that serve as sites for the production of
energy. Mitochondria contain their own independent genome that does not recombine, is
maternally inherited, and is present in high copy number within cells. The mitochondrial
genome is organized as a closed circular DNA molecule that is easy to isolate and purify
relative to nuclear DNA. The average size of the mitochondrial genome in primates is
about 16,500 nucleotide pairs in length, specifically 16,569 nucleotide pairs in humans
(Anderson et al., 1981 ). Mitochondrial DNA holds a wealth of valuable information
representative of major evolutionary changes due to their high mutation rate. Differences
in mtDNA sequences of closely related organisms involve base substitutions and/or
deletions, with transitions being more common than transversions (Vigilant 1989; 1991 ).
Transition and transversion weights will be discussed later. Mitochondrial DNA
sequence variation correlates highly with the ethnic and geographic origin of the
specimen (Cabell et al., 1994:8739). Mitochondrial DNA accumulates base mutations at
a rate 5-10 times that of nuclear DNA. Though studies have shown a mutation rate of 24% per million years (Cann, 1988), the mutation rate of different mtDNA segments
varies considerably. The high mutation rate results mainly from the mtDNA's lack of
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protective histones, ineffective DNA repair systems, and continuous exposure to the
mutagenic effects of the oxygen radicals generated by oxidative phosphorylation (Cabell
et al., 1994; Chen, 1995).
Geneticists have identified the 1.1 kilo-base control region of the mitochondrial
genome as being the fastest evolving segment (Vigilant et al., 1989, 1991). The control
region (also called the displacement or D-loop) is a major non-coding region of the
mitochondrial genome and is the origin of mtDNA replication. Within the control region,
variation is concentrated in two segments (segments I and II). The analysis and
comparison of ancient DNA with genetic samples from modem populations provides a
unique opportunity to address questions of population origins, gene flow, the genetic
relationship of ancient populations and species, and historic patterns of migration. There
are many techniques that can be used for the phylogenetic analysis of molecular data.
There are three major groups of tree building methods: distance methods, the parsimony
method, and the maximum likelihood method. There is much discussion about the merits
of individual techniques and which techniques are best suited for different situations.
The goal of this thesis is to examine the role of molecular phylogenetic techniques
in the determination of the evolutionary relationship between Neanderthals and modem
human populations. I will examine the findings of Krings et al. (1997 and 1999) by
analyzing the Neanderthal HVRI ·and HVRII sequences with a variety of phylogenetic
tree building techniques. These techniques will include distance methods as well as
parsimony methods. I will present 5 trees constructed from these various methods, and
compare them to the trees published by Krings et al. ( 1997, 1999). What follows is a
description and discussion of the underlying theory behind molecular phylogenetic
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analysis. The steps involved in the analysis of molecular data and the eventual building
of evolutionary trees will be discussed. Sequence alignment will be discussed, and some
of the various choices of methodology currently available will be outlined. Two general
methods of tree building (distance methods and maximum parsimony methods) will be
discussed, and several specific distance methods will be examined.

Phylogenetic Methodology:
Sequence Alignment

The basic mechanism of DNA sequence evolution is the change in nucleotides
with time. These changes in nucleotide sequence are used in the estimation of both the
rate of evolution and the evolutionary history of organisms. The first step in analyzing
nucleotide data is to align the sequences (Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991 :7). This is a
crucial step because all other steps are dependant on the alignment. In some ·instances,
the alignment is simple enough to do by hand. However, some sequences vary so much
between taxa that a computer-assisted alignment is necessary to minimize the differences
among the sequences. Most computer programs use some measure of similarity or
dissimilarity to align sequence pairs. Pair-wise comparisons are then compared to
construct a final alignment. Clustal is an alignment package that computes pair-wise
comparisons of distance to align sequences.
Sequence alignment involves the identification of the sites of deletions and
insertions that might have occurred in any compared lineages since their divergence from
a common ancestor. We assume that the sequences under study are known to have
derived from a common ancestral sequence. The alignment analysis of DNA sequences
usually cannot tell us whether an insertion has occurred in one sequence or a deletion has
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occurred in the other. Therefore, the outcomes of both of these events are collectively
referred to as indels or gaps (Li, 1997: 91 ).
The analysis of molecular data to produce phylogenetic trees is a very powerful
technique, but it provides a unique set of difficulties beyond the acquisition of molecular
sequences. In molecular systematics, sequence alignment is essentially a problem of
homology (orthology) of character-state data that is the individual nucleotides at each
base position (Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991: 7). Homology is the state of being of the
same evolutionary origin. For example, human hands are homologous to the two fore
legs of dogs because they have evolved from the two fore legs of the common ancestor of
mammals. Similarly, two genes are said to be homologous if they are derived from a
common ancestral gene. There are two types of homology between genes: orthogolous
and paralogous. Two genes are orthologous if they are derived from a speciation event,
and are paralogous if they are derived from a gene duplication event. Paralogous
comparisons are not considered in systematic analysis because they do not provide
evidence of speciation therefore they are not important in reconstructing species
relationships (Li, 1997: 287).
After the separation of two nucleotide sequences (the division of part or all of the
genome as in cellular reproduction), the sequences will begin accumulating mutations.
Initially, each mutation will increase the dissimilarity between the two sequences.
However, as the number of substitutions increase, multiple substitutions also known as
multiple hits may occur at the same site that may increase the similarity between
sequences (Li, 1997 :69). For yxample, if there is a change at site 100 from C to G in a
hypothetical sequence 1, a mutation from C to G at site 100 in sequence 2 will increase
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similarity between the sequences. This is called a parallel substitution. Back
substitutions and convergent substitutions also increase the similarity between divergent
sequences. A back substitution occurs when a nucleotide is substituted for by another

Ancestral sequence
A
C
T
G
A
A
C
G
T
A
A
C
G
C

A
C
T
G

A
C➔A

T
G
A
A

A➔ C ➔T

A
C ➔G

C ➔A

G

G

T➔A

T➔A

A

A

A➔C➔*T

A➔*T

C
G
C

C
G

Single substitution

Multiple substitutions
Coincidental subs
Parallel substitutions
*=Convergent sub

C➔T➔+C += Back substitutions

Sequence I

Sequence 2

Fig. 3. Illustrates possible mutations in two DNA sequences diverged from a common ancestor.
Though 12 mutations have taken place, mutations can only be detected at sites 2, 5, and 7. Adapted
from Li 1997.
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.nucleotide, and later reverts to the original nucleotide. Convergent substitutions occur
when homologous sites in two or more sequences mutate in the same direction. Figure 3
illustrates the possible nucleotide substitutions.
Sequence alignment is based on the similarities between the sequences being
aligned. The similarity between two DNA sequences is defined as the proportion of
identical nucleotides between the two sequences. Some degree of similarity is expected
to exist even between two unrelated sequences. The expected similarity between two
unrelated random sequences of equal base composition is 25%. For short sequences, the
observed similarity is likely to vary because of statistical fluctuations, but the average
over many cases is likely to be close to 25%. The expected similarity between two
random sequences is even higher if the base frequencies deviate from 25% but are similar
in the two sequences. For example, if the frequencies of A and Gin sequence one and
two are 0.5 and the frequencies of C and Tare 0, then the expected similarity is 0.5.
However, if the two sequences have very different nucleotide compositions, then the
similarity between them may be below 25% (Li, verbal communication). Although two
homologous DNA sequences are initially identical, the similarity between them may
eventually decrease to below 30%. On the other hand, two unrelated sequences may by
chance have a similarity greater than 30%. In this case they may be mistaken as
homologous. Therefore, some statistical methods are needed for distinguishing whether
two sequences are homologous when the similarity between them is not clearly high (Li,
verbal communication). The mathematical schemes (one-parameter modet two
parameter model, etc.) employed ·by alignment programs and nucleotide substitution
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weighting schemes are these statistical methods that mediate the various possible
alignments.
The study of the dynamics of DNA nucleotide substitution requires that a number
of assumptions be made regarding the probability of the substitution of one nucleotide by
another (Li, 1997:59). Many models have been suggested for this study (Jukes and
Cantor, 1969; Kimura, 1980; Holmquist and Pearl, 1980; Kaplan and Risko, 1982;
Lanave et al., 1984). The simplest of these models are Jukes and Cantor's one-parameter
model and Kimura's two-parameter model (Li, 1997: 59).
Jukes and Cantor's One-Parameter Model:

The one-parameter model assumes no bias in the direction of change of
nucleotides. Substitutions between the four nucleotides are assumed to occur at random.
So an A will change to a T, C, or G with equal probability. In this model, the rate of
substitution for each nucleotide is 3a per unit time, and the rate of substitution in each of

a
A

◄

►

CT

~
a

a

a

a

~
C

◄

T

a
Fig. 4. One-parameter model of
nucleotide substitution. Adapted from Li
(1997).

the three possible directions is a. Since this model only involves one parameter, a, it is
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called the one-parameter model (Li, 1997: 59). Figure 4 illustrates the substitution
pattern of the one-parameter model.
Kimura's Two-parameter model

The assumption of the Jukes and Cantors one-parameter model that all nucleotide
substations occur randomly is unrealistic in most cases (Li, 1997: 62). For example,
transitions are generally more frequent than transversions. Transitions are mutations in
which one pyrimidine (C or T) is substituted for by the other, or one purine (A or G) is
substituted by the other. Transversions are mutations in which a pyrimidine is substituted
by a purine or a purine is substituted by a pyrimidine. This means that generally A
(purine) is more likely to be substituted by G (purine) than by C or T (pyrimidines).
Kimora's two-parameter model takes this fact into account. In this model, there are two
types of substitutions, transitions and transversions. The rate of transitional substitution
at each nucleotide site is a per unit time, and the rate of transversional substitution at
each nucleotide site is

p per unit time (Li, 1997: 62).

Figure 5 illustrates the substitution

scheme for the two-parameter model. As a result of the different rates given to
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Fig. 5. Two-parameter model of
nucleotide substitution. Adopted from Li
(1997).
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transitions and transversions, there is an increased probability of back substitutions in the
two-parameter model. This increased probability of backward substitution results from
the higher rate of transition (A to G) in the two-parameter model relative to the oneparameter model (Li, 1997: 66).
Complex Models

The two-parameter model made improvements over the one-parameter model,
however, it has many of its own limitations. For example, the two-parameter model
requires that four types of transitions be given the same probability value. These four
transitional changes generally do not occur at the same rate however (Li, 1997: 66).
Taking this into consideration, a number of other models have been developed
incorporating more parameters. These include Blaisdell's four-parameter model,
Kimura's six-parameter model, the nine-parameter model, and the general model. These
models increase in complexity and accuracy respectively (Li, 1997:·67).
An alignment represents a specific hypothesis about the evolution of the two
sequences. An alignment consists of a series of paired bases, one base from each
:.."'

sequence. There are three types of aligned pairs: (1) pairs of matched bases, (2) pairs of
mismatched bases, and (3) pairs consisting of a base from one sequence and a gap (null
base) from the other. Gaps are denoted by -- (Li, 1997: 91). The three aligned pair types
are illustrated below:
(1) (2) (3)
TCAGA
T C -- C T

A matched pair implies that no substitution has occurred at the site since the divergence
between the two sequences. A mismatched pair implies that at least one substitution has
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occurred, and a gap assumes that a deletion or an insertion has occurred at this position in
one of the two sequences. For example, the alignment:
TCAGA
TC--GT
Example adapted from Li (1997: 91).

represents the hypothesis that three of the five nucleotide sites have not undergone any
change since the divergence of the two sequences, one site has undergone at least one
substitution, and one site has a deletion or insertion. This alignment also implies that the
first, second, fourth and fifth sites are homologous between the two sequences, while the
third site might have been either inserted into the first sequence or deleted from the
second sequence (Li, 1997:91). Many alignment programs such as Clustal are currently
available for use.
The basic principle for sequence alignment is either to maximize the number of
matched pairs between the two sequences or to minimize the number of mismatched
pairs, while at the same time keeping the number of gaps as low as possible. The former
is called the similarity method and the latter is called the distance method. Increasing the
number of matches and reducing the number of gaps are two conflicting efforts (Li, 1997:
92). Choosing the most probable alignment often comes down to choosing between more
gaps or more point substitutions. Gap penalties are used to moderate the gap events and
point substitutions.
All alignment programs use algorithms to align sequences. The purpose of any
alignment algorithm is to choose the alignment associated with the smallest D or distance
(or the largest S in the similarity method) from among all possible alignments. However,
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the number of possible alignments may be very large even for short sequences; for
sequences usually used in molecular evolutionary studies, the number of possible
alignments may be astronomical. Therefore, there are computer algorithms for searching
for the optimal alignment between two sequences that do not require an exhaustive search
of all possibilities (heuristic approaches).
Molecular phylogenetic analysis often requires the alignment of multiple
sequences. There are many programs available that perform multiple alignments. Clustal
is the most widely used of these programs and is the program used in this study. Clustal
alignment algorithm contains three major steps:
1). Pair-wise distance calculation
2). Clustering analysis of the sequences
3). Iterated alignment of two most similar sequences or groups ofsequences.
Although it is called a multiple sequence alignment algorithm, it is in
principle a sophisticated modification of the pair-wise approach (Li, Verbal
communication). When multiple sequences are inputted into the program, it computes a
"'

pair-wise dissimilarity (distance) matrix. In multiple"alignments, the goal is to position
sequences in such a way that homologous (or possibly.homologous) residues are placed
above and below each other in columns. To do so, each possible pair of sequences is
examined using dot matrix approach. From this imaginary dot matrix, the best alignment
is chosen and distance scores are calculated as the sum of matches minus a gap penalty
for each introduced gap (Li, 1997). In the newer version of Clustal, one may chose
between this way of obtaining distance calculations (fast approach) and a more accurate
but slower full dynamic programming approach that uses two gap penalties: gap opening
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penalty and gap extension penalty (Li, verbal communication). This full dynamic
approach was used for aligning the data set in this experiment. The purpose of this step is
to find optimal alignment for each pair of sequences and calculate distance based on this
alignment (Li, 1997). Once a distance matrix is computed, a tree is calculated for these
sequences. Older versions of Clustal utilized a simple UPGMA clustering method,
whereas current versions use a more complex Neighbor Joining algorithm. The Neighbor
Joining algorithm was chosen over the UPGMA method in this experiment. The program
can test the reliability of the tree using a bootstrap approach. The purpose of this step is
to provide a guide tree that will be used in the next step to align the most closely related
pairs of sequences or groups of sequences. In the next step (multiple alignment step) the
full dynamic programming algorithm is implemented to align pairs of larger and larger
groups of sequences as guided by the tree progressing from the tips to the root of the tree
until the resulting alignment is outputted (Li, 1997).
During the initial pair-wise step and progressive steps, the most optimal alignment
is determined based on the score. The score however, is not calculated simply by a
match-mismatch approach. A more flexible scheme was developed that allows
increasing sensitivity for alignment of distantly related sequences where a simple matchmismatch score would be very low (Li, 1997). For DNA sequences there is a choice
between assigning equal values to all mismatches (0) or differential weightings of
transversions and transitions: transitions have a higher score and therefore are preferred
over transversions. A transition/transversion ratio of 20 was used by Krings et al. ( 1999)
and in the analysis of data sets in this experiment.

Tree building analysis
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The theory of evolution states that organisms are related to one another by
descent, and closely related organisms are descended from more recent common
ancestors than distantly related organisms. The goals of phylogenetic studies are to
reconstruct the correct evolutionary relationships between organisms and to estimate the
time of divergence between organisms since they last shared a common ancestor.
Phylogenetic trees are a graphical representation of these relationships between
organisms. A phylogenetic tree is a graph·composed of branches and nodes where only
one branch connects two adjacent nodes (Li, 1997: 100). Nodes represent the taxonomic
units and the branches define the relationship between the units. Phylogenetic trees can
be scaled or un-scaled. In a scaled tree, branch length represents the number of changes
that occurred in that branch. External nodes (A, B, C, and Din fig. 6) represent the
extant taxonomic units being compared and are called operational taxonomic units
(OTUs). All other nodes are internal nodes and represent ancestral units to the OTUs (Li,
1997: 102). This is illustrated in figure 6.

Rooted Tree

Un-rooted Tree

A

B

A

n
C

H

D

F,

Fig. 6. Rooted and un-rooted tree. Adapted from
T.i . 1997: 10))
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Phylogenetic trees can be rooted or un-rooted. In rooted trees the node called the
root is a point from which a unique path leads to all other nodes. The root represents the
common ancestor to all OTU s, and the direction of each path away from the node
represents evolutionary time. Un-rooted trees only specify the relationship between the
OTUs. Un-rooted trees do not represent the evolutionary path, nor do they make
assumptions or require knowledge of common ancestors (Li, 1997: 100). Most treeconstructing methods yield un-rooted trees. Un-rooted trees can be rooted with an
outgroup (an OTU for which external data has indicated that it has branched off earlier
than the taxa being studied).
Numerous tree-constructing methods have been proposed and used because no
one method performs well under all circumstances (Li, 1997). According to Li, there are
four types of tree-constructing methods: distance-matrix methods, maximum parsimony
methods, maximum likelihood methods, and methods of invariants. These four types tree
constructing methods fall into two types. The first set utilizes discrete character data and
include two approaches, Hennigian cladistics (parsimony method) and maximum
likelihood. The second set of techniques cluster inter-taxon similarity/dissimilarity
distance measures derived from paired comparisons of the sequences. In distance-matrix
methods, evolutionary distances (numbers of nucleotide substitutions between sequences)
are computed for all pairs of OTU s, and a single phylogenetic tree is constructed using an
algorithm based on some functional relationships among the distance values (Miyamoto
and Cracraft, 1991: 91 ). The PHYLIP program uses a distance-matrix method. In
maximum parsimony methods, character states (the nucleotide at a particular site) are

.

used, and the shortest pathway leading to these character states is chosen as the best tree.
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PAUP uses a maximum parsimony method. In maximum likelihood methods, the
program searches for the maximum likelihood (ML) value for the character state
configurations among the sequences under study for each possible tree and chooses the
tree withthe largest maximum likelihood value as the preferred tree (Li, 1997: 116). The
program PUZZLE uses a maximum likelihood method. Methods of invariants study
some particular functions of the character states that have the expected value Ounder
certain trees but have nonzero expectations under other trees (Li, 1997: 119). Methods of
invariants will not be discussed here. A discussion of distance-matrix methods and the
maximum parsimony method follows.
Distance-Matrix Methods

The Un-weighted Pair-Group method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) is the
simplest method for tree construction. The UPGMA method uses a sequential clustering
algorithm in which local topological relationships are inferred in order of decreasing
similarity. The OTU s are compared in a distance matrix. The two most similar OTUs in
that matrix are identified and then treated as a single OTU. A new distance matrix is then
computed using the new composite OTU. If the rate of evolution is not constant and
consistent among the OTUs, the UPGMA method may produce an incorrect tree. The
transformed distance method offers a correction for this error. This method uses an
outgroup to make corrections for unequal rates of evolution among the OTUs and then
applies the UPGMA method to the new distance matrix (Li, 1997:107). The UPGMA
method was not employed in this study due to its simplicity.
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The neighbor-joining method approaches tree construction in a different way. It
attempts to sequentially find neighbors that may minimize the total length of the tree. It
?

4

7
6
Fig. 7a. A star like tree with no
hierarchical structure. Adapted from Li,
1997: ll 1).

begins with a star like tree with no clustering of OTUs (Figure 7a). In the first step, a
pair of OTUs is separated from the others creating a tree with two nodes (Figure 7b).

8
1

2

5

3
Fig. 7b. A tree where OTUs 1 and 2 are clustered. Adapted
from Li, 1997: ll l ).

The OTU pairs are chosen at random, and the pair resulting in the shortest sum branch
length is kept. That pair is then treated as a single OTU, and the arithmetic mean
distance between all OTU s is computed from a new distance matrix. The next pair of
OTU s resulting in the shortest sum branch length is chosen, and the process continues
until N-3 interior branches are found (Li, 1997: 111 ).
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Maximum Parsimony Methods

Maximum parsimony methods search for a tree requiring the fewest number of
evolutionary changes to explain the differences between the OTUs (Li, 1997: 112).
Often numerous trees with the same minimum number of evolutionary changes are
generated so that a single unique tree cannot be inferred. Maximum parsimony methods
only consider informative sites (sites which favor some trees over others) when
constructing trees. A site is informative only when there are at least two different kinds

Site

Sequence

1
2
3
4

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AAGAGTGCA
AGCCGTGCG
AGATATCCA
AGAGATCCG

*

*

*

Fig. 8. Four aligned sequences. Sites marked with a*
are informative sites. Adapted from Li (1997: 112)

of nucleotides·each of which is represented in at least two of the sequences under study
(Li, 1997: 112).
The tree supported by the largest number of informative sites is the most
parsimonious. With large numbers of OTUs, the process becomes considerably more
complex and tedious however, the same basic principle is followed regardless of the
number of OTUs (Li, 1997: 115).

It is currently highly debated which method of constructing phylogenetic
hypotheses should be preferred. According to Miyamoto and Cracraft, the majority of
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nucleotide sequence data has been analyzed using distance methodology. There is
extensive literature criticizing and defending the use of distance methodology (Miyamoto
and Cracraft, 1991: 9). It is often argued that since the distance method is a statistical
method, data analyzed using this methodology should possess certain properties in order
for the statistical procedures to have validity. According to Miyamoto and Cracraft,
DNA sequences often do not satisfy the underlying assumptions of statistical models
(Sanderson, 1989; Swofford and Olsen, 1990). This does not seem to be a problem for
the parsimony method however (Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991: 10). Statistical structure
of data is a concern when using all methods of analysis, but the exact nature of that

.

structure is irrelevant to methodological parsimony. This is the basis of the argument that
parsimony is a more general approach to hypothesis evaluation (Miyamoto and Cracraft,
1991: 10).
Methodological parsimony is a general criterion for adjusting the effectiveness of
alternative hypothesis in accounting for data. It applies to all methods of phylogenetic
analysis that rely on maximizing or minimizing some quantity. The decision to choose
the minimum or maximum solution forms the ·basis for the application of parsimony
(Miyamoto and Cracraft, 1991: 9). Both parsimony and distance methods will be used to
construct phylogenetic trees. The resulting trees will be analyzed and compared in
attempts to determine the accuracy of the trees published by Krings et al., (1997 and
1999). I will also examine the accuracy of both distance methods and parsimony as
relates to the trees constructed in this experiment. The methods used to analyze the data
sets for this experiment are explained below.

Methods:
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HVRI Methods

The sequences used in this experiment were obtained from the Genbank database
at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
This database contains most genetic and protein sequences published in scientific
literature. The sequences obtained were from the HVRI of mitochondrial DNA from
many human populations. These sequences were originally used in various studies on
human relatedness in various geographic regions. Over two thousand sequences were
obtained from this search. These sequences were narrowed down to lineages by
performing a multiple alignment for each of the population sets and removing duplicate
sequences with 100% similarity scores. The population sets include several African
populations, Indian, Kashmiri, Pakistani, Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, Romanian,
Armenian, Native American and Inuit, Icelandic, and other unspecified European
lineages. Sequences with sites of inconclusive base composition were then eliminated.
Trees for each population set were created from these alignments based on a distance
matrix, and sequences were chosen to represent each well-defined clade. The
representative human sequences, the Neanderthal sequence, and several outgroup
sequences were then compiled into the final experimental data set of HVRI sequences
(Data set 1).

The outgroup sequences were comprised of 2 gorilla, 2 chimpanzee, 2

bonobo, and 2 orangutan HVRI sequences. Sequences used in this experiment were
different from the data set used by Krings et al. (1997, 1999).
An alignment of all these HVRI sequences was made with ClustalW online
(http://bioweb.pasteur.fr). ClustalW is an online sequence alignment program. The
BLOSUM series was used to compute the distance matrix. Kimura's two-parameter
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model was used with a transition/transversion ratio of 20 as indicated in Krings et al
(1997: 28). This alignment was used to truncate all sequences to the length of the
Neanderthal HVRI sequence (360 bp). The sequences were than realigned using the
same parameters.
The alignment output was used to create a phylogenetic tree based on a distance
matrix method using the Kitch-Margolish least squares method in the online PHYLIP
package (Felsenstein) with the assumption that all tip species are contemporaneous, and
that there is an evolutionary clock (molecular clock). This means that branches of the
tree cannot be of arbitrary length, but are constrained so that the total length from the root
of the tree to any species is the same. The process attempts to minimize the weighted
sum of squares. This produced tree 3 .The truncated sequences were also aligned again using the software alignment
package ClustalX for Macintosh. Identical parameters were used in this multiple
sequence alignment. The ClustalX program was used to create a phylogenetic tree based
on a calculated distance matrix using the neighbor method. This produced tree 2. This
alignment was also used to create a PAUP nexus file (input format for PAUP) with the
online version of Readseq, a format conversion tool
(http://dot.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu:9331/sequtil/Options/readseq.html).
PAUP version 3.1.1 for Macintosh was used to execute the nexus file. A heuristic
search was performed with retention of only minimal trees (trees of minimum length).
There was no swapping of trees or nodes. The previously defined outgroup was used to
root the tree, and the DEL TRAN algorithm for optimization was used. DEL TRAN
specifies that when an equally parsimonious choice is available to PAUP, parallel
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transformations are preferred to reversals (BioSci 171 lab manual: University of
Chicago). A midpoint rooting was used and the characters were unordered and not
weighted. Random addition was also specified. This produced trees 1a and 1b.
HVRII Methods
Sequences were also obtained from Genbank of the mitochondrial D-loop
(hypervariable segments I and II) regions of contemporary human populations and
primates. These sequences were aligned using ClustalX for the Macintosh. HVRI and
gap regions were then removed from the aligned sequences leaving only HVRII
segments. These segments were once again aligned using ClustalX, and identical
sequences were removed leaving 123 contemporary human lineages, 2 bonobo lineages,
2 gorilla lineages, 2 chimpanzee lineages, and 2 orangutan lineages. These sequences
comprised the experimental data set of HVRII sequences (Data set 2). Data set 2 was
then aligned with ClustalW online using Kimura's two-parameter model and the
BLOSUM series. The alignment file was analyzed with the PHYLIP online package
using the Kitch-Margolish least squares method. This analysis produced tree 5.
The distance for the alignment was calculated using Dnadist, an online distance
program (http://bioweb.pasteur.fr). The distance file was then used to create a tree using
the program Neighbor, an online neighbor-joining program (http://bioweb.pasteur.fr).
This analysis produced tree 4.

Results:
A number of different trees were obtained from the molecular phylogenetic
analysis of the experimental sets of HVRI and HVRII mtDNA sequences. Five of these
trees will be presented and discussed. Two of these trees (trees la and lb) were obtained
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from a heuristic search performed on the HVRI data set with PAUP version 3 .1.1. One
tree (tree 2) was obtained from distance matrix analysis of the HVRI data set with
ClustalX. One tree (tree 3) was obtained from analysis of the HVRI data set with the
PHILIP online package using the Kitch algorithm. One tree (tree 4) was obtained from
analysis of the HVRII data set with Neighbor, a neighbor-joining program, which is part
of the PHYLIP online package. The final tree (tree 5) was obtained from analysis of the
HVRII data set using the Kitch-Margolish method of the PHYLIP online package. When
examining these trees, it is important to note that a small sequence is being compared.
HVRI trees
Maximum Parsimony trees

Tree la (shown in appendix), obtained from PAUP parsimony analysis, supports
several results obtained by Krings et al. (1997). It supports the conclusion the HVRI
evidence suggests that Neanderthals are a separate species from modern humans. It also
supports the conclusion that Neanderthals are not the ancestors of modern European
populations. Tree la clearly clusters the Neanderthal HVRI sequence separately from the

Human

-

Neanderthal

Outgroup
Fig. 9a. A simplification of tree la (shown in appendix) illustrating
the branching of the contemporary human, Neanderthal, and out group
HVRI sequences. The outgroup consists of 2 gorillas, 2 orangutans, 2
chimpanzees, and 2 bonobos. The tree was rooted with the outgroup.
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human populations suggesting that the Neanderthal HVRI sequence falls outside the
normal range of human variation. A simplified version of the tree is shown in figure 9a.
Within the contemporary human HVRI sequences, it is observed that one Indian
sequence branches off after the Neanderthal. One African sequence branches off next. In
the following branch there is one African, three Asian, and four Indian sequences. This
supports the conclusion of Krings et al. (1997: 25 and 1999: 5584) that Neanderthals are
no more closely related to European populations than other contemporary human
populations, and are therefore not the ancestors of modem European populations.
The topology of the second and third branches of tree 1a however, is quite
different from that of the Krings et al ( 1997) tree. In the Krings et al ( 1997) tree, nine
Africans branched off in the first branch after Neanderthal, followed by 8 Africans in the
second branch following Neanderthal.

1 African/ 4 Indian/
3 Asian
1 African

1 Indian

Neanderthal
Fig. 9b. A simplification of tree la (shown in appendix)
illustrating the modem human populations occupying the major
branches of the tree.
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Tree 1b (shown in appendix) is the second tree obtained from the heuristic search
performed using PAUP 3.1.1. This tree was obtained under the same conditions and in
the same run as tree I a. Tree 1b refutes the results of Krings et al. (1997 and 1999). In
this tree, the Neanderthal sequence is placed in an internal branch of the tree. The first
branch after the outgroup primate species is formed by a cluster of four African
sequences. The second branch is composed of one Indian (Uttar Pradesh) sequence. The
third branch contains 3 Asian, 4 Indian, one Pakistani, and 2 European sequences. The
Neanderthal is the solitary sequence forming the fourth branch.
2 Africans

5 Africans/ I Indian
Neanderthal
3 Asians/ 4 Indians/ I Pakistani / 2 European
1 Indian (Uttar Pradesh)

4 Africans
Fig. 10. A simplified representation of tree lb (shown in appendix). This tree was
obtained under the same conditions as tree 1a.

This tree suggests that the Neanderthal sequence falls within the normal range of
variation of modem human populations. The Neanderthal sequence forms a branch of its
own, not clustering with any human sequences. This tree does not indicate that
Neanderthal is the ancestor of any of the contemporary populations represented in this
study. This tree presents a number of problems that cast doubt on its credibility. This
tree indicates that the 4 African lineages are closer to the outgroup species than is the
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Neanderthal sequence. From the fossil record we know that Neanderthals diverged from
the hominid line earlier than modem humans. Therefore, though the Neanderthal may
possibly be clustered with modem human sequences, it should be closer to the outgroup
species than modem populations.
Distance-Matrix trees

Tree 2 (shown in appendix) was attained from ClustalX distance matrix analysis.
This tree closely resembles the tree presented by Krings et al. (1997). The Neanderthal
sequence forms the first branch from the outgroup primates. It is followed by a group of
2 African lineages. The third branch consists of 4 African lineages and 1 Indian lineage.
The fourth branch represented in the abbreviated tree below consists of 4 African, 1
Asian, and 1 Indian lineage. The final branch shown consists of Africans and nonAfricans.

Africans and non-Africans

4 Africans/ 1 Asian/ 1 Indian

1 Indian
4 African s
2 Africans

Neanderthal
Fig. 11. A simplified representation of tree 2 (shown in appendix) illustrating
the branching pattern of contemporary human and Neanderthal HVRI sequences.

This tree supports the conclusion that the Neanderthal sequence falls outside the
normal range of human variation. It also supports the conclusion that the Neanderthal
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sequence is no more closely related to European population sequences. Tree 2 indicates
that the highest level of variation exists among the African populations. This supports
the Out of Africa model of hominid evolution. The high variability in African
populations indicates that Africa was the site of the evolution of modem humans. An
exodus of modems from Africa into Europe would result in an evolutionary bottlenecking
in Europe that would diminish the variability in the newly settled European populations.
Tree 3 (shown in appendix) was attained from sequence analysis with the
PHYLIP online package using the Kitch-Margolish least squares method. This tree also
closely resembles the tree published by Krings et al. (1997). The Neanderthal sequence
forms the first branch after the outgroup primates. The next branch is formed by 2
African lineages. This is followed by the African and non-African sequences. A
simplified representation of tree 3 is illustrated in figure 12.

Africans and NonAfricans
~

-

2Africans
4 Africans

Neanderthal
Fig. 12. A simplified representation of tree 3 (shown in
appendix) illustrating the branching pattern of human and
Neanderthal HVRI sequences.

Tree 3 supports all the conclusions of Krings et al. (1997). The Neanderthal
forms its own basal clade after the outgroup indicating it falls outside the variation of
modem human populations. African sequences form the first two branches after the
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Neanderthal sequence just as in the Krings et al. tree (1997: 26). This indicates that
African populations contain the most variation, and Neanderthals are no more closely
related to European populations than other human populations. Therefore, this tree
supports the conclusion that Neanderthals are not the ancestors of modem European
populations.
HVRII trees

Tree 4 (shown in appendix) illustrates the branching pattern of the HVRII
sequence of the Neanderthal, modem human sequences, and the outgroup. Tree 4 was
generated using a neighbor-joining program. Figure 13 illustrates a simplified
presentation of tree 4. The Neanderthal HVRII sequence forms the basal branch of the
Africans and NonAfricans
~

-

1 Ab ongme
1 Aborigin e

Neanderthal
Fig. 13. A simplified representation of tree 4 (shown in
appendix) illustrating the branching pattern of human and
Neanderthal HVRII sequences.

tree after the outgroup primate species. After the Neanderthal branch, 1 Aborigine
lineage branches off. The next branch is formed by 1 Aborigine sequence. The African
and non-African branches follow.
This tree supports some conclusions of Kings et al. (1999). The Neanderthal
HVRII sequence forms the basal branch after the outgroup sequences. The Neanderthal
sequence is placed outside the variation of modem human populations. However,
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Aborigines form the 2 branches following the Neanderthal sequence and higher branches
indicating that Aborigine populations have the highest variation in this sample set. The
Neanderthal sequence is no more closely related to the modem European sequences than
other human populations.
Tree 5 (shown in appendix) was constructed with the PHYLIP online
phylogenetic package implementing the Kitch-Margolish method. Tree 5 presents a

Africans and NonAfricans

- -

2Africans & 1 Asian
1 European

Neanderthal
Fig. 14. Simplified representation of tree 5 (shown in appendix)
illustrating the branching pattern of human and Neanderthal
HVRII sequences.

different hypothesis than the tree published by Krings et al. (1999:5584). The
Neanderthal forms the basal branch of Tree 5 after the outgroup sequences, but a
European sequence forms the next branch. This is followed by 1 Asian and 2 African
sequences. This is followed by African and non-African sequences. Figure 14 illustrates
a simplification of tree 5.
This tree supports the conclusion that the Neanderthal sequence falls outside the
normal range of human variation. However, the first sequence to branch off after the
Neanderthal is a European. This suggests that the European sequence is no more closely
related to the Neanderthal. This would lend support the Multiregional model. This also
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suggests that European populations contain the highest level of variation among human
populations.

Discussion:
When interpreting the results of this study it is important to remember that the
evolution of one gene does not necessarily correlate to species evolution. However, the
D-loop is a very evolutionarily informative site. The D-loop region of mitochondrial
DNA is believed to be a good region to study, because it is non-coding and highly
variable, therefore it is an informative region for the study of the evolutionary
relationship of closely related organisms. Coding regions are not informative in this type
of study because they are very highly conserved and therefore will exhibit little to no
variation. Non-coding regions are not subject to selective pressure, as they are not related
directly to the fitness of the organism. The mutation rate in non-coding regions is
therefore much higher than in coding DNA (Long, 1993: 253).
Kimura's two-parameter model was used throughout this experiment due to a lack
of computing power. It has been argued that Kimura' s two-parameter model is too
simple to accurately estimate branch lengths (Yang, 1996, 1997). However, it has been
shown that simple models such as Kimura's two-parameter model are more accurate
when discriminating between candidate trees (Yang and Goldman, 1994). It is still
unclear which method is to be preferred.
A variety of methodologies were used in this study in order to provide numerous
and various trees to test the published trees of Krings et al. (1997, 1999). These
methodologies were also used to examine the controversies surrounding the efficacy of
different phylogenetic methodologies. Congruence studies will play an important role in
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clearing up the controversy over the efficacy of phylogenetic methodologies (Miyamoto
and Cracraft, 1991: 13 ).
Trees la, 2, 3, 4, and 5 all place the Neanderthal sequences outside of human
clades with the Neanderthal diverging from the hominid line prior to the divergence of
humans. These trees support the conclusion that the Neanderthal sequences fall outside
of the range of variation of contemporary human populations. However, tree la has the
most basal branch after Neanderthal being an Indian sample. This contradicts the
conclusion of Krings et al. (1997, 1999) that the most basal branch, and therefore the
populations with the most variation, is African populations. Tree 4 has the two most
basal branches following the Neanderthal sample occupied by two Aborigine sequences.
Tree 5 has the most basal branch being occupied by a European sequence. This also
contradicts the conclusion that Africa is the site of most variation. Tree 5 also suggests .
that Neanderthals are most closely related to Europeans, a possibility ruled out by Krings
et al ( 1997, 1999) and other molecular phylogenetic studies.
Tree 1b, the second tree produced by parsimony analysis of HVRI sequences with
PAUP 3.1.1, is the only tree to suggest that the Neanderthal sequence falls within the
range of normal human variation. When conducting parsimony analysis, multiple trees
with equal scores are often produced. The researcher must examine the tree for
erroneous results and use independent evidence to decipher which tree is the most
probable true tree. Without statistical analysis on trees 1a and 1b, it is not possible to
determine which of these trees, if any, is the most likely tree.
Trees 2 and 3 have the basal branch after Neanderthals occupied by African
sequences. These results support the Out of Africa model of late hominid evolution.
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These results suggest that the highest level of variation exists in African sequences since
they are the first of the human sequences to diverge and are also present throughout the
branches of the tree. This supports an evolutionary scheme in which modem humans
arose in Africa, left Africa, and experienced a bottleneck in Europe and W estem Asia
resulting in decreased variation in populations outside of Africa. Tree 1b has 4 Africans
forming the basal branch after the outgroup branch. This tree also supports the
conclusion that African populations have the most intra population variation. It also
supports the Out of Africa model by the same reasoning. However, in this scenario,
Neanderthals would have diverged from the human line. Trees la and 5 have an Indian
and a European respectively forming the first branch after the Neanderthal sequence.
This opposes the Out of Africa model, and possibly lends support to the multiregional
model.
The preponderance of the data obtained from this study supports the conclusions .
of Krings et al. (1997, 1999). Ultimately, statistical analysis of the trees produced in this
experiment will have to be conducted to evaluate their accuracy. Exhaustive searches
will have to be conducted on the PAUP nexus file to evaluate the accuracy of the
heuristic searches. Though by the preponderance of the information it appears that the
(1) Neanderthal control sequence diverged from the hominid line prior to the divergence
of modem humans, (2) the Neanderthal sequence falls outside of the normal range of
human variation, (3) Neanderthals are no more closely related to modem European
populations and therefore are not the ancestors of Europeans, the question of which
population correctly forms the basal branch of the human populations is less clear. If
Neanderthals were ancestors to modem Europeans, we would expect their variation to
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still be present in modem populations unless there was convergent evolution of these
sequences. However, convergent evolution in this case would be unlikely because there
is no selection pressure on non-coding sequence.
This research shows that the phylogenetic analysis of molecular data is not a
completely objective task. Each methodology produced a different tree, even when the
same exact sequences were analyzed. When interpreting phylogenetic results, such as
Krings et al (1997,1999), it is necessary to note that the resulting tree is theoretical and
with use of a different methodology a different result can be obtained. For this reason, it
is important to have a rigid analysis, which allows as little subjectivity as possible. This
analysis was conducted using individual sequences from human populations.
Con.sidering the gene flow and variation among human populations, this may not give the
best results. When doing this type of mass phylogenetic analysis with these algorithms,
sequences are compared anonymously, without considering their population origin. For
instance, each African sequence is compared individually and not as a member of a larger
group. To determine the relationship between Neanderthal and modem human
populations, it is necessary to delineate the molecular definition of these populations. For
example, hypothetical sequences obtained from different populations show the given
variations:
Africans:

GTCCA

European:

GTCCA

GACCA

GTCCT

GAACA

GTGCT

GTCCT
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The variation in the African sequences would be represented by the following consensus
sequence G(T or A)(C or A)C(A or T), which would represent all variation within the
African population. The European consensus would be GT(C or G)C(A or T). The
European sequence is defined by having a C or G at the third site, since the African
population does not exhibit this form of variation. Then, when the Neanderthal sequence
is compared to the consensus sequences, one can determine if it is included in the
variation of African, European, both, or neither. For example, if the Neanderthal
sequence was GTGGT, it would be more closely related to Europeans, because the
informative site in this sequence (a G at the third nucleotide position) is in the variation
of Europeans and not in the variation of Africans. The G at the fourth nucleotide is not
informative in comparison to modem populations in this example, because it is not in the
variation of either European or African populations. Using this type of phylogenetic
analysis based on consensus sequences of populations uses the a priori knowledge of
ethic or geographic origin of the sequences used in the analysis. This type ofanalysis
would eliminate confusion caused by sequences that are within the variation range of
multiple populations (i.e. a European sequence thatis more similarto African sequence
than other European, which is likely because the variation of populations overlap).
The trees obtained from this analysis may be confused by the mass comparison of
individual sequences, without using the knowledge of their origins. The sample size was
not large enough to produce a statistically significant tree with sequences grouped by
representative population variations. It is not possible to construct a tree with individual
sequences of all possible variations in a population due to the limit of computing power.
Constructing consensus sequences would decrease the computing power needed to
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produce a statistically accurate tree. Phylogenetic analysis has always been limited by
computing power. It is also important to note that the Neanderthal sequence used does
not represent the full variation that existed in that population.

Future research:
Recently the control region of a second Neanderthal specimen has been
sequenced (Ovchinnikov et al., 2000). Preliminary analysis of this sequence shows
similar results to Krings et al. ( 1997, 1999). It is important to continue to sequence as
many Neanderthal specimen as possible. This will not only increase the sample size of
sequences, but also will allow an estimate of the intra species variation of Neanderthals
and create a consensus sequence. More accurate results, which are consistent across
methodologies may be obtained by phylogenetic comparison of consensus sequences of
human and Neanderthal populations.
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Appendix:

j

HVRI Sequences

Symbol:
NA
tkar
sovtoi
sovsod
nsa
mok
ksa
ing
ice
fsa
fma
est
aukar
AF
As
Arm
Tha
Bog
Lob
Lam
Ind
Pak
Rom

Populations origin:
Native American
European
European
European
European
European
Indian (Kashmiri)
European
European
European
European
European
European
African
Asian
European
Indian (Tharu)
Indian (Bogsa)
Indian (Lo bana)
Indian (Lambadi)
Indian
Pakistani
European
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I HVRII Sequences
Symbol:

Population Origin:

Rom
Asia
Yoruba
Indonesian
Xu
European
Aborigina
Samoa
Hazda
Heroro
African
American

European
Asian
African
Indonesian
African
European
Aborigine
Samoan
African
African
African American
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Tree la
Parsimony tree for HVR 1
/---- gorilla 1
/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 3 2 - - - - gorilla2
/----AF6613gbU
/ - - - - - - - 1 3 3 - - - - AF6614gbU
/---Arm98
I /---WG+ice37+
I I /---- ice3+ice1
+136 /134---- Ksh6
/-138 +-135------- Arm4
I I \ - - - >fma8
I I
/---- tkar268
I \-------137---- >mok3
+ - - - - aukar5
/------- Lam75
I /----As1596147
I
+139---- lnd426
+--------141 /---- Bog23
I
+ 140---- Pak453
I
\------- sovsod
+----Pak403
+----Tha36
+----RomB1
I
/---- Lob78
+---142---- lnd428
I
/------- As1595985
I
I /---- lnd507
+--------144143---- B0929
/-149
\------- >fma44
+ - - - - tkar269
/---- est2598
I
/145---- Tha25
+--------146------- ksa29
+ - - - - Pak261
+ - - - - Pak260
+ - - - - >mok22
+----Arm99
+ - - - - tkar266
+----Tha47
+----AF6604gbU
+----Lob86
+ - - - - lnd431
/---- tkar265
+---147---- ice39
+----ksa39
+----sovtoi
/---- lnd510
\---148---- Ksh9
/------- AF6583gbU
I /---- AF6576gbU
/-151150----AF6617gbU
/152 \------- AF6612gbU
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

--201

I

/-183

I
I
I

I \--80922
I /-154
/---- fsa11
I I +-------153---- est2701
I I \ - - - Lam76

/---- in933
/155---- in934
/-156------- ice34
I
I
\----157-est2600
I
I
\---ksa38
I
I
/ - - - NA6118222
I
I I
/---- NA6118215
I
/17 4
I /159---- NA6007666
I
I I
I I /---- NA6118199
I /-163 I +---- NA6118203
I I I /-161160---- NA5531624
I I I I I \---- NA6118227
I I \162 +------- NA6007674
I I I \------- NA61181 92
I I \--As1596101
+-164----As1595992
I + - - - - Pak267
I +----Lam73
I
I +----Lam72
I
I + - - - - tkar267
I
I \----nsa42
I
I
/------- As 1595987
I
I
/-166 /---- RomR14
I
I /167 \165---- RomR20
I
I I \--Lam74
I
I I
/---- As 1595990
I
I
I /168----As1596100
I
I +-----171----170 /---- R18
11a5 I
/-178 I
I \169---- RomR17
I I I
\----RomR15
I I I
+ - - - Pak451
I I I - - - Lam71
I I I
/:..:.. __ NA6007665
I I +---172-.--- NA5531622
I I + - - - - - lnd423
I I I
/---- Lob89
I I +---173---- Lam77
I I I
\---- Ksh1 o
I I +-----Tha46
/-179 I +-----in941
I I I + - - - - - lnd497
I I I +-----Arm3
I I I \-----80921
/-187
I I I +------As1595994
I
I I
/---- AF65789bU
I II
I
I
I
/175---AF65829bU
I II
\182
I
+
1
7
7
/----AF66089bU
I II
\176----AF6607gbU
I II I I I
I I I I I \-----AF66069bU
I I I I \------aukar4
I I I +-------AF65799bU
/----AF65759bU
I II

I

+-158

I I
I I
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I II I
/180---- AF6605gbU
I I I \-----181-------AF6615gbU
I II
\------- AF6620gbU
/-192 I I
/---- Lob79
I I I\
184---- Lob81
I I +
>mok5
I I I
I---- Ami94
I I \
186---- lnd439
I I
/------- lnd264
I I
+------- As 1595988
/193

II I
II I
II +
/-194 I I
I II \
I I\
I \
\200

I
I
I
\

/-189------- As 1595989

I I /---- Ksh8
/190 \188---- Ksh7
191 \.---As1595993
\.---AF6616gbU
AF6580gbU
lnd504
Neanderthal
/---- Panpan1
/195---- Panpanisc
/-19 7 /---- P. trog 1
I \196---- P. trog lod
199
/---- P.abelii
\----198---- P.pygmaeu
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Tree lb

Parsimony tree for HVR 1

/--- gorillal
/---------------------------------------------- ·-----------+--- g orilla2
/--- AF6613gbU
/-------------------------------------+--- AF 6614gb U
/-------------- Arm98
I /---------- WG+ice37+
/------+ I /--- ice3+icel
I \---+ /---+--- Ksh6
I
+--+------- Arm4
I
\---------- >fma8
+--------------------- aukar5
I
/------- Lam 75
I
+------- tkar265
+-------------+ /--- tkar268
+---+--- >mok3
\------- ice3 9
/--- NA6118222
/-------------+--- ing41
I
/--- NA6118215
I
/---+--- NA6007666
I
I /--- NA6118199
I
I +--- NA6 l 18203
I /--+---+--- NA5531624
I I I \--- NA6118227
I /---+ +------- NA6007674
I I I \------- NA6118192
+--+ \---------- As 1596101
II
/--- NA6007665
I \----------+--- NA5531622
I I
/------- As1595987
I I /--+ /--- RomR14
I I /---+ \---+--- RomR20
I I I \---------- Lam74
I I I /------- Asl 595990
+---+ +------+ /--- R 18
I +--+ \---+--- RomRl 7
I II
\--- RomR15
I I +-------------- As 15 961 00
I I +-------------- Pak451
I I \-------------- Lam71
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I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

/--- Lob89

+-------------+--- Lam77

I

\--- Kshl 0

+----------------- Tha46
I I +----------------- Ind497

!--+

II I
/--- AF6608gbU
II I
/---+--- AF6607gbU
I I +---------+------- AF6606gbU
I I +----------------- Arm3
I I \----------------- Bog21
I +--------------------- Pak403
I +--------------------- Tha36
I +--------------------- RomB 1
II
/--- Lob78
I +-----------------+--- Ind428
II
/------- As1595985
II
I /--- Ind507
I +-------------+---+--- Bog29
II
\------- >fma44

/--+

---+

+----------------- Ind423

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I ·1

/--- Bog23

II
/---+--- Pak453
I +-------------+------- sovsod
I +---,------------------ tkar269
I +--------------------- Pak261
I +--------------------- Pak260
I +--------------------- >mok22
I +--------------------- Arm99
I +--------------------- tkar266
I +--------------------- Tha4 7
I +--------------------- AF6604gbU
/--+ +--------------------- Lob86
I I +--------------------- Ind4 31

I
I
!---+

I II
I II
I II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

!--- ing33
!---+--- ing34
/--+------- ice34
+----------+---------- est2600
I
\---------- ksa3 8
+--------------------- ksa3 9
+--------------------- sovtoi
I
/--- Ind510
\-----------------+--- Ksh9
I
/------- Ind264
+------- As1595993
I
/--+------Asl 595989
I
!---+ I
I I /--- Ksh8
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
I I +-------------+ \---+--- Ksh7
II
I II
I /--- Lob79
II
I II
\------+--- Lob8 l
II
I I +------------------------ AF 6616 gb U
II
I I +------------------------ >mok5
II
I II
/--- fsa 11
II
I I +--------------------+--- Lam76
I I !--+ I I
\--- est2101
II II II
/--- est2598
I I I I I +--------------------+--- Tha25
I I I I I +------------------------ Arm94
I I I I I \------------------------ ksa29
!--+ I I I I +--------------------------- aukar4
I I I I /---+ I \--------------------------- AF6580gbU
II III II
/---AF6578gbU
I I I I I I \---------------------------+--- AF6582gbU
II III I
/--- As1595988
II III I
/------+--- Ind4 39
I I I \--+ I
I /--- AF6575gbU
I I I I \-----------------------+ /---+--- AF6605gbU
II I I
+--+------- AF6615gbU
II I I
\---------- AF6620gbU
I I I \-------------------------------------- AF6579gbU
/---+ I \--------------------------------------------Neanderthal
I II
/--- As1596147
I II
/----------+--- Ind426
/-------As1595994
I II
I +------- Pak267
I I \---------------------------------+ I /--- Lam73
I I I
I /--+---+--- Ind504
I /--+ I
I I +--~~--- Lam72
I II I
\---+ +------- tkar267
I II I
I \------- nsa42
I II I
\---------- As1595992
I I I \--------------------------------------------------- Bog22
I II
/---------- AF6583gbU
I II
I /--- AF6576gbU
\--;.+ \--------------------------------------------+ /---+--- AF 661 7gbU
I
\--+------- AF6612gbU
I
/--- Panpanl
I
/---+--- Panpanisc
I
/--+ /--- P.trogl
I
I \---+--- P.troglod
\-----------------------------------------------+ /--- P .abelii
\------+--- P .pygmaeu
I

11

I
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Tree2
Not able to be represented on paper due to the form of the output file.
Tree3

Kitch-Margolish tree for HVRI
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Tree 4

Neighbor-joining tree for HVRII
+43 Asian 1
+-53 +80_Europea
+-55
+81 Europea
+-54 +44 Asian 9
-5617Rom86
+59Aborigin
!

+61Aborigin
!

+-13

+98Aborigin
!

+Neandertha
- 10
+8PaNpaNNsc
+--5
+9PaNpaNNsc
+--6
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+---4
+3P.troglod
+--7
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+-43
+-34

I

+-------4SumatraNo
+------------1
+--5BorNeaNor
+-----------3
+--7Gorillag o
+--------2
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+-35
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+-36

+6 2Aborigi n
+-39
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+Indonesian
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+18Rom85
+82 Asian 8
+-27 +58Indo nesi
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+-29
+64Abo rigin
+-30
+89Aborigin
+-31
+71Aborigin
+-32
+8 7 Herero
+- 33
+57Aborigin
+88 Yo rubaN
+-40

+97Aborigin
+-11

+-4 9

+107AfrNcaN
+-15
+-24

+lOOAborigi
+-12
+15Rom817

+4 2Xu
+-23
+108 _ Eur o pe

+-41

+75SamoaN60
+-20
+-22 +76SamoaN40
+-25

+85 Hazda 6

!

+- 3 8

+86_Yo rubaN
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+-42
+45 Asian 8
+-19 +53_Europea

+-50

+-45

+70Aborigin
+-18
+49Indonesi
+-17
+66Aborigin
+-37
+ - 16
+60Aborigin

+-51
+14RornB8
+-14
+- 2 1 +16RornB16
+26RornB15
+2 7Rorn814
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+83 Asian87
+22YorubaN5
+-48
+69Asian91
+-47
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Tree5

Kitch-Margolish tree for HVRII
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+---------57
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